In this article, we develop a method that uses altmetric data to analyse researchers' interactions, as a way of mapping the contexts of potential societal impact. In the face of an increasing policy demand for quantitative methodologies to assess societal impact, social media data (altmetrics) has been presented as a potential method to capture broader forms of impact. However, current altmetric indicators were extrapolated from traditional citation approaches and are seen as problematic for assessing societal impact. In contrast, established qualitative methodologies for societal impact assessment are based on interaction approaches. These argue that assessment should focus on mapping the contexts in which engagement among researchers and stakeholders take place, as a means to understand the pathways to societal impact. Following these approaches, we propose to shift the use of altmetric data towards network analysis of researchers and stakeholders. We carry out two case studies, analysing researchers' networks with Twitter data. The comparison illustrates the potential of Twitter networks to capture disparate degrees of policy engagement. We propose that this mapping method can be used as an input within broader methodologies in case studies of societal impact assessment
Introduction
Despite increasing policy demands to assess the societal impact of research, there are not yet wellestablished quantitative methodologies or set of indicators developed for this task. The approaches so far developed to capture societal impact are mainly based on qualitative approaches (see Joly et al. 2015) , while conventional quantitative indicators are based either on publication and citations or socioeconomic measures that cannot capture the social contribution of research. Thus, policy makers are seeking alternative assessment methods.
As publicly funded institutions, universities and public research organisations are shaped by societal demands and challenges. Since the 1980s, they have been increasingly subjected to external pressures which have affected their governance (Geuna & Muscio 2009 p. 94 ). Among others, the massification of higher education, the increased scale of research and the globalisation of the higher education landscape have strongly shaped universities and research policies (Hazelkorn 2011) . Business-like and New Public Management practices have been incorporated to academia, introducing quantitative measures that aim to offer an 'objective and transparent' view on the performance of scientific organizations. These practices, which aim to improve research management and strategic planning have been largely based on publication and citation analysis focused on measuring scientific (rather than societal) impact (van Leeuwen & Moed 2012) .
As a result of these transformations in the university, research evaluation has also changed. Evaluation schemes have shifted from purely scientific criteria, towards perspectives that emphasise both scientific and societal relevance. The rationale behind this shift is that research should respond and contribute to societal challenges and demands (Wallace & Rafols 2015 p. 90 ). Universities are not only expected to contribute to the creation of knowledge and the training of citizens, but also to engage on social outreach and public engagement. Therefore, assessment methods and indicators should adapt to these expectations.
However, the methodologies and indicators so far developed have been found insufficient to satisfy research policy demands (Wilsdon & al. 2015) . This is partly due to multiple understandings associated with what is now called 'societal impact', often referred as 'broader impact' in the US (Frodeman & Parker 2009; Holbrook 2012) . Spaapen and van Drooge (2011, p.212) define societal impacts of knowledge as "behavioural changes that happen because of this knowledge". These changes may regard human well-being ('quality of life') and/or the social relations between people or organizations. The UK Research Excellence Framework (REF) describes societal impact as "an effect on, change or benefit to the economy, society, culture, public policy or services, health, the environment or quality of life, beyond academia" (REF, 2011) . Societal impact encompasses what was earlier called the 'Third Mission' of academia (Molas-Gallart & Castro-Martínez 2007) or also 'research extension' in the context of agriculture and/or development (Ison & Russell 2007) .
The policy discourse on societal impact includes related concepts, in particular a more interactive understanding of the relation between researchers and stakeholders, according to which science and society co-evolve through reciprocal feedbacks (Nowotny et al. 2001) . Recent policy developments in various countries illustrate this more interactive notion of the relationship. The assessment of societal impact in the REF in the United Kingdom is the most well-known case (Samuel & Derrick 2015) , but it is not the only one. The 'Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science Act of 2015' in the US legislation introduces the concept of a 'Citizen Science', not only understood as the involvement of the citizen in well-defined research projects (Bonney et al. 2009 ), but as actors participating in the definition of the research agenda, by 'furthering science diplomacy through the worldwide collaboration between scientists and citizens' (Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science Act of 2015 2015) . More recently, the National Dutch Research Agenda, reflects a collaborative effort involving scientists, citizens and companies for setting the research priorities of the Netherlands for 2015-2020. 1 These changes on how research agendas are designed and assessed also reflect transformations in the governance of science. This can be seen, for example, in the emergence of concepts such as Responsible Research and Innovation (Owen et al. 2012) or Open Science (Schroeder 2007) in the policy discourse.
An area of promise for tracing 'broader' forms of impact is altmetrics, i.e. the use of social media data for tracking research impact (Priem et al. 2012) . Although still in their infancy, altmetric indicators are based on the idea that scholarly communication is shifting towards the online environments of social media. Most altmetric analyses have extrapolated the bibliometric citation model to social media, and developed indicators based on the mentions (saving or citations) of scientific publications in social media platforms such as Twitter, Mendeley or blogs. Here we will use 'altmetrics' and 'social media data' as synonyms. One should distinguish altmetric data from 'altmetric measures' or 'altmetric indicators' which are the figures of counts of mentions, savings or citations presented in websites such as Altmetric.com or ImpactStory.org Since social media platforms are becoming an increasingly important channel of informal communication within the research community and between academia and the public, it has been proposed that measuring social media citations to publications is a proxy of societal impact (e.g., Bornmann 2014). However, altmetrics capability to capture traces of societal impact has also been seriously contested. According to Sugimoto and colleagues (2016, p. 23 ) "media has rather opened a new channel for informal discussions among researchers, rather than a bridge between the research community and society at large". According to Haustein (2015, p. 6) :
"The availability of big data and the ease with which they can be assessed was met by a growing demand, particularly by research funders and managers, to make the societal impact of science measurable (…)-despite the current lack of evidence that social media events can serve as appropriate indicators of societal impact. Along these lines, the role of publishers in the development of altmetrics needs to be emphasized. Owned by large for-profit publishers, Altmetric, Plum Analytics and Mendeley operate under a certain pressure to highlight the value of altmetrics and to make them profitable. Similarly, many journals have started to implement altmetrics, not least as a marketing instrument."
This article explores the potential use of altmetrics data for the assessment of societal impact in the light of the concepts and approaches developed for impact assessment in research evaluation. We build on approaches such as SIAMPI (Spaapen and van Drooge 2011) and ASIRPA (Joly et al. 2015) , which consider that research evaluation should mainly aim at learning rather than accountability, and should focus on identifying the processes that may lead to societal impact. In this paper, we focus, specifically, in the interactions taking place between academics and nonacademics.
We suggest that the potential of social media data for impact assessment lies in that it may help understand the social interactions of researchers, both within and outside the scientific sphere. This implies a shift from the focus on the quantified 'impact' of current altmetrics indicators towards the use of social media networks to reveal the diverse contexts in which researchers potentially participate. As an example of this approach, this paper uses Twitter, a public platform where individuals communicate, often combining private and professional interests and engaging on local and global topics.
We have structured the paper as follows. Section 2 reviews first, the insights from qualitative approaches to societal impact assessment and second, the policy expectations of current altmetric indicators as a potential means to measuring broader forms of impact. Section 3 presents our framework for the analysis of social media data to inform societal impact assessment approaches, in particular those based on case studies and focused on researchers' capability to productively engage with other stakeholders. In section 4 we propose a specific method, based on network analyses of social media, for the identification of the potential contexts of engagement with stakeholders. We present two examples of network analyses of researchers and their social contexts based on Twitter data. These case studies illustrate the potential of social media data to capture the type of networks that researchers inhabit and show how they communicate with their scientific peers and non-academic stakeholders. Finally, section 6 concludes by tentatively proposing a research agenda on the mapping of researchers' engagement (rather than impact) using social media in case studies.
Societal impact assessment and altmetrics indicators

Approaches to societal impact assessment
Societal impact assessment is one of the key challenges in research evaluation (Spaapen & van Drooge 2011) . It is worth noting that fashionable policy concepts or buzzwords such as 'open science and innovation' (Moedas 2015) or 'responsible research and innovation' (Meijer et al. 2016; Owen et al. 2012) , also closely relate to the idea that science should contribute to improving society. Therefore, their translation into policy and assessment are often associated to initiatives for assessing societal impact.
The large variety of societal benefits and the multiplicity of ways in which these benefits can be achieved questions the assumption that a single methodology may capture societal impact. Societal impact is presented in the literature as a 'basket concept' which includes socioeconomic, environmental, political or educational impact (Moed & Halevi 2015; Reale et al. 2014) . Narrow and unidimensional understandings of societal impact neglect the societal contributions gained from academics' activities in many scientific fields. Since the forms of assessment should be aligned with the type of impacts produced, the diversity in both impacts and pathways to impact explains the proliferation of qualitative and quantitative methodologies (e.g. Molas-Gallart et al. 2002; de Jong et al. 2011; Donovan & Butler 2007 ).
Yet, in spite of the variety of approaches, recent reviews on the assessment of societal impact highlight a significant consensus regarding how societal impact occurs. 2 Here we build mainly on insights the research evaluation community, in particular the SIAMPI 3 (Spaapen and van Drooge 2011) and ASIRPA projects 4 (Joly et al. 2015) , but the understandings underlying these approaches are consistent across different evaluation traditions, such as Contribution Mapping from health evaluation (Kok & Schuit 2012) , or PIPA from evaluation in developing countries (Douthwaite et al., 2007) . We call this family of methodologies 'interaction approaches' to societal impact assessment (another name could be 'process-oriented' approaches, but in this article we aim to emphasize the interactional part). Hence, the insights described in the ensuing paragraphs represent a perspective of research impact shared by disparate evaluation communities in science policy, health, agriculture and development.
The first relevant observation, consistently reported by many studies, is that it usually takes a long time from the beginning of the research and the societal impact. This time span is estimated in the order of 15 to 20 years. Since this is too long for evaluative purposes, societal impact evaluation cannot be based on assessment of the final impact.
Second, theories of innovation emphasise that research contributes to innovation via social networks in which effects are not linear and causality cannot be attributed to single factors, but to complex interactions in networks (Freeman, 1991; Callon, 1986) . The fact that innovation is networked or co-created means that societal impact cannot be attributed only to research efforts. Instead, research is understood as one among many contributions to impact (and moreover the benefits of impact can be contested). Co-creation and ambiguity in attribution (and value of impact) mean that the assessment should focus on the processes of interaction or engagement leading to impact rather than the outputs or the impacts themselves. Third, given the large variety of ways in which researchers and stakeholders interact to generate societal impact, it is not possible to have universal indicators of impact. Indicators of societal impacts are context-dependent since societal impact results from different processes dependent on specific epistemic, social and local contexts. Therefore, approaches to the assessment of impact are based on case studies rather than based on universal methods.
Fourth and finally, from the previous insights it follows that societal impact assessment cannot and should not mimic conventional citation analyses of scientific impact evaluation. These indicators of scientific performance are mainly used for accountability purposes and are conventionally based on linear and universalistic notions of impact. They rely on full attribution of output and are calculated over a relatively shorts periods of 3 to 5 years. Given the long-time span for societal impact, its networked natured, and the ambiguities in attribution, experts like Spaapen (2015, p. 37 ) advocate that the prime goal of evaluation should shift 'from accountability to communication between partners [i.e. stakeholders] -regarding goals and research designsand to learning.'
The limitations of case study approaches are its reliance on self-reporting (which may distort facts) and on evaluators' expertise (which is time consuming and has relatively high economic costs) (Spaapen & van Drooge, 2011) . In the face of these challenges, funding agencies continue asking for generalizable methods and indicators which fit with accountability logics and that can reduce the economic and time burdens. To these demands, social media and altmetrics analyses are presented as a promising candidate to capture impact signals. This is reflected, for example in recent policy documents such as the Metric Tide Report (Wilsdon et al. 2015) or the European Commission Expert Group on Altmetrics which will, among other tasks, "define the features of a 'responsible metrics' aimed at a responsible use of altmetrics to advance open science, able to track desirable impacts, and qualities of scientific research". 5 The next section will review the main literature analysing their development as alternative or complementary indicators for research evaluation.
Altmetrics as indicators for research evaluation
Altmetrics are defined as "the creation and study of new metrics based on the Social Web for analysing, and informing scholarship" . They are characterised by their heterogeneity and their presumed capacity to capture traces of the social activity of researchers.
The concept of 'altmetrics' dates from 2010 when it was coined in a tweet by Priem (2010) and then promoted through the 'altmetrics manifesto' . Altmetrics can be seen as consistent with the 'open science' movement although they have been controversial due to their ambiguity and the pre-existence of overlapping concepts (Ronald & Fred 2013; Thelwall 2012) . Moed (2015) identifies three major drivers on the ascent of altmetrics. First, the demand for a research evaluation framework which conceives science as an activity with multiple dimensions and impacts, in particular the increasing interest on measures for assessing societal impact. Second, the technological transformations in science communication in recent years, which are interpreted as a second wave on the digitisation of scholarly communication (Sugimoto et al. 2016) . Third, the 'open science' movement which calls for more accessible and transparent research practicesincluding the dissemination of research findings with research data and methods (Moed, 2015) .
The main assumption of altmetrics is that researchers are using social media platforms to disseminate and discuss scholarly contributions, and that in doing so, they are opening scholarly conversations to broader audiences. Based on such premises, it is assumed that by capturing the discussion of scientific papers in social media, altmetrics can provide measures of societal engagement (Piwowar 2013; Bornmann, 2014) . These claims are highly disputed due to both conceptual and technical reasons. Technical issues include discrepancies in results depending on data sources (Zahedi, Fenner & Costas, 2014) , difficulties of linking social media discussions with scientific papers (Robinson-García et al. 2014), the heterogeneity of social media platforms used, and the easy gaming of the metrics (Robinson-Garcia et al., forthcoming; Sugimoto et al. 2016) . Conceptually, social media platforms are built on the premise that the more they are used, the better, since their aim is to facilitate sharing and linking to contents in an automatic way. The analogy between citing a paper in a scholarly work and citing it in social media does not work in the sense, that there is a clear and conscientious motivation for the former, while the latter may simply be a mechanistic and unreflective act (Robinson-Garcia et al., forthcoming).
One of the critical questions regarding altmetrics' use for evaluation, is the extent to which researchers use social media for communication with their scientific peers and societal stakeholders. Due to its rapid development, usage studies become outdated quickly and findings are often contradictory. Some social media platforms which at one point became popular, disappear later (e.g., Connotea) or others which at first had a prominent role, then apparently ended up with a secondary role (e.g., blogs). In the initial years of altmetrics, studies on scholarly usage of social media reported a low participation of scholars (Cabezas-Clavijo & Torres-Salinas 2010; Tenopir et al. 2013) . Its subsequent expansion, especially reflected on the usage of platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, was received at first with scepticism as to their credibility and efficacy as dissemination tools (Grande et al. 2014 ). However, the coverage of researchers' in social media keeps improving with the raise of academic platforms such as Mendeley, ResearchGate or FigShare, together with the continuing increase on the use of general social media platforms such as Twitter.
Another key issue in social media analyses is the heterogeneity of sources and diversity of uses covered under the term of 'altmetrics' (Robinson-García et al. 2014; Sugimoto et al. 2016) . As a consequence of this variety of platforms and usages, the coverage of science by altmetrics is extremely uneven across fields , ages and ranks (Procter et al. 2010) , or countries (Alperin 2015a) --being extremely low in many cases. This variability is compounded by the fact that researchers use social media for academic and personal purposes, in a context where academic and individual interests cannot be clearly separated from each other.
Conceptually, there is still a serious lack of understanding on what it means for a publication to be mentioned in the various social media. To our knowledge, only Haustein and colleagues (2015) have recently made efforts to theorize the meaning of different altmetric 'acts'. Haustein and colleagues develop their framework from theories of citations (normative and social) and provide interpretations regarding the meaning of social media 'acts' such as saving in Mendeley, mentioning in Twitter, and citing in a blog post --interestingly discussing different degrees of engagement in the various 'acts'. However, they do not conclude with an interpretation of the altmetric measures derived from these mentions or citations -whether a proxy for societal impact, early scientific attention, educational use, popularity or visibility. They argue that 'the new metrics are all of the above [impact, use, attention, popularity, etc.] and the extent to which each of these occurs depends on the particular platform, its uptake and users, as well as on the research topic, the unit of analysis, and the context of the metric.' (Haustein et al. 2015, p. 397) . This suggests that altmetric measures are problematic as indicators (what do they indicate?)given that the meaning of the measures is unknown, unclear or ambiguous at best.
Altmetric measures are also problematic as indicators of societal impact given the theoretical understandings of societal impact assessment reviewed in the previous subsection. Speaking very generally, current altmetric measures as presented in Altmetric.com or ImpactStory.org webs are linear (from paper to tweet or blog), universal (counts without much context), based on a full attribution model, on outputs (mentions to papers) and seem to be more aimed at accountability purposes (justification of investments) than at learning. Even the focus on immediacy is questionable given that societal impacts typically occur in the long term. These characteristics of the measures run against the notion that societal impact assessment should be about contribution rather than attribution, should aim at understanding engagement and contexts, and based on case studiesbecause it is ultimately about fostering learning and improvement.
However, there are indeed more instances of contextualisation in altmetric websites than in conventional bibliometric information, for example the geo-localisation of tweets in Altmetric.com. And whilst altmetric measures (e.g. 58 tweets or 10 blog citations) are of questionable usefulness without further contextualisation, the altmetric website does provide extremely interesting information of each specific instance of mentions in social media which would allow to provide much richer insights. Therefore, we should be careful not throw the baby out with the bathwater.
Social media, and particularly microblogging such as Twitter, have an important strength which seems to be overlooked by some altmetric studies: their potential to partly reflect the different audiences with which researchers engage, thus facilitating the identification of disparate stakeholder communities (Hsu & Park 2011) . Some researchers have tapped into this treasure trove of information. For instance, Ke and colleagues (2017) proposed a method for systematically identifying researchers and their field of specialisation in Twitter based on lists and the biodata users include in their profile. However, the method is highly restrictive favouring precision over recall and biased towards elite and highly active science communicators. Another line of enquiry is to understand how the social communities reflected in social media vary depending on the platform used (i.e., Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.) and their capability to reflect the 'real' social communities of scientists. Another means to do so is that developed by (Alperin 2015b ) where a bot is used in Twitter which surveys users enquiring on any particular topic.
Hence, social media in general, and specifically platforms such as Twitter, could further our understanding on researchers' communities beyond the scientific realm. However, could social media data be used to inform the assessment of societal impact, as carried out in case studies such as the UK's REF? In the following sections, we present an attempt to use social media (altmetrics) data in such a way that it helps inform about researchers' networks and engagement, providing helpful information for the assessment of their potential societal impact.
From hits to networks: using altmetric data to capture interactions
The literature review in the previous section has revealed a misalignment between the understandings of societal impact in the evaluation communities and current altmetric indicators. According to evaluation experts, societal impact assessment should try to map the processes and contexts of interaction between researchers and societal stakeholders, whereas current altmetrics focus on the linear counting of traces (citations, mentions, savings) towards potential impact.
Following Spaapen and colleagues, we propose that, instead of emulating the indicators used for scientific impact --based on outputs or citation approaches--, societal impact assessment should develop a different methodological approach --based on interaction approaches (Spaapen, 2015, p. 36; Molas-Gallart et al., 2015) . Table 1 , illustrates the conceptual differences between what we call the citation versus the interaction approaches. Since current altmetric indicators were extrapolated from citation approaches, they are very problematic for societal impact assessment. We suggest that altmetric data can be usefully employed to illuminate societal impactbut this implies a shift in the forms of analysis towards the interaction approaches described above. 6 Costas and colleagues (2016) have recently proposed a related distinction by confronting current altmetric indicators (what they call 'evaluative altmetrics') to altmetric analyses that describe contents and contexts (what they call 'descriptive altmetrics). Costas' proposal is inspired by the traditional distinction between descriptive scientometrics (focused on trends, science maps and collaboration networks) versus evaluative scientometrics (focused on quantitative indicators for benchmarking and accountability). As an example of their new and descriptive altmetrics, Costas and colleagues (2016) show how Twitter mentions of scientific papers can inform analysts about the different health interests between geographical regions -AIDS in Africa in constrast to mental health and obesity in Europe.
In this section, we argue why and show how the use of the altmetric data for societal impact assessment should based on interaction approaches. Table 1 summarises the differences between current altmetric literature and the approach we propose here. First, given altmetric data is very incomplete and easy to manipulate, its use for evaluation should focus on improvement and learning; a focus on accountability might also result in gaming. Second, given that the large variety of pathways to impact, the unevenness in coverage and the diversity of platforms (Twitter, Facebook, blogs, etc.), altmetrics data need to be interpreted according to context --therefore analyses should be contextual and feed only into case studies. Third, social media data can be useful to trace communications between stakeholders and therefore reveal processes among stakeholder potentially conducive to societal impact. The analysis of these processes may help understand the type of engagement and contribution of researchers in the community that developed an innovation or brought about social change. An analysis in terms of networks (which can be more or less formal), can facilitate the understanding of the contexts (attributes of nodes), processes (links) and embedding (networks structure) of researchers. Table 1 . Differences between citation and interaction approaches to societal impact assessment.
Citation approaches (most current altmetrics)
Interaction approaches (proposed approach to altmetrics) 
Purpose of evaluation
Altmetrics analysis as case studies for contextualisation and learning
The initial expectations regarding altmetrics were that their indicators could become a general or 'scalable' method to capture traces of societal impact in a way that was useful for accountability purposes. The empirical findings reviewed above suggest that comparisons of social media presence of researchers or their outputs are dangerous and that universal and generalizable application of altmetrics for evaluation is problematic (Wilsdon, 2015) .
Social media data can be still extremely informative and helpful, but the heterogeneity of altmetric data suggests to adopt a case study approach, in which complementary information allows to interpret the meaning of the altmetric traces. Given that methodologies such as SIAMPI or ASIRPA are based on case studies, altmetric data could be garnered to provide supportive evidence for case studies within these broader approaches, aimed at learning about the processes leading to societal impact. In short, the rich variety but serious lack of robustness of altmetric data mean that it can be useful for enriching and triangulating evidence in larger case studies about how societal impact occurs.
Focus on interactions, engagement and contribution
Another change of analytical perspective for societal impact assessment concerns to shift the focus from outputs to processes. Given the long-time span between research and impact, research assessment cannot be based on final impacts but on processes potentially leading to impact. One interesting characteristic of social media data is that they can provide early information about communication patterns between researchers and stakeholdersthus allowing to trace interactions that are potentially 'productive' (Spaapen & van Drooge 2011) . From this perspective, outputs such as publications, tweets or blogs are interesting as instances of processes of interaction -and the analytical focus should also look at the interactions rather than the outputs. Such interactions may inform about how researchers engage with other communities, in particular when there is a reciprocal relationship (Molas-Gallart et al. 2015) . However, the interpretation of these communication processes has to take into account that researchers are only one of the influences of stakeholders. Mentions in social media should not be read as attribution, since research is only one of the many contributions to societal impact (Spaapen & van Drooge 2011) .
Networks description
Network analysis in the form of science maps has become an increasingly popular tool for conveying results of descriptive bibliometrics in science policy (Noyons 2005; Rafols et al. 2010 ). The capacity of network visualisation to synthesize complex and multivariate information make them powerful tools for conveying a complex web of relations to diverse stakeholders.
Altmetrics data can be analysed in a variety of different ways and for various goals, as part of supportive materials for case studies. We do not claim that network analysis is necessarily the most appropriate method for analysing almetric data. But as a method to conceptualise, represent and visualise ensembles of interactions among social actors, networks seem particularly apt for analysing engagement among researchers and societal stakeholders. Network visualisations can help in understanding the contexts of researchers through the attributes of the actors (nodes) in their vicinity, and their interactions (links). Engagement of researchers can be hypothesised or inferred from dense networks of interaction with certain stakeholders. In case those stakeholders show traces of behavioural change or innovation, such engagement can be then furthered explored qualitatively as a potential instance of contribution to societal impact. It is only in this hypothetical sense that the contextual mapping provided by altmetric networks informs about potential contribution to impact.
In these analyses, the caveat is that the actual interactions of researchers are not necessarily taking place in social media, nor are they the main channels of influence or engagement. Therefore, we do not assume that the interactions among researchers and stakeholders are the actual engagement. We do assume, however, that researchers with clusters of interactions in social media are likely to be related to engagementand thus, they provide a lead or hint for case studies to follow.
Methodological experiment: analysing researchers' networks with Twitter data
We present here a first experiment of the possibilities of Twitter data to capture potential societal engagement of researchers with non-academic communities. The goal is to provide supporting information for case studies on the assessment of societal impact, as part of the palette of methodological tools used within an interaction approach. The idea is that social media can provide added value by showing those non-academic linkages which remain hidden using scientific databases.
Data and methods
We start by identifying a social media platform in which the researcher under study is active and, at least partially involved with academic contents. In this paper, we use Twitter as the data source for identifying researchers' communities (though other platforms might be more appropriate in other cases). Next, we describe the different steps followed for identifying the communities of each researcher and how we developed and characterised the networks of each of them.
We selected as case studies two researchers of the same research field actively engaged in Twitter, who have very distinct interaction profiles. These case studies were selected to illustrate our argument and they are not random choices. We identified two researchers from the same field and country who would represent two opposite profiles. Based on our previous knowledge of their profile, our experiment confirmed such knowledge. Data for each case study was downloaded fom the public Twitter REST API (https://dev.twitter.com/rest/public). We use the twitteR package (Gentry 2015) developed with the statistical programming language R to query the user description of our case studies and download the data.
Next, we identified a list of Twitter users who are followers or followees of the researchers investigated. Then, we identified the community of reciprocal interaction, i.e. the Twitter users who are both followers and followees. This selection is inspired by the notion of 'productive interactions' in the sense that it requires a bidirectional engagement (Spaapen & van Drooge, 2011) . However, we do not claim that such link constitutes a productive interactionit is only a proxy to help contextualise a researcher's network. Moreover, the selection eliminates users like news media, opinion leaders, etc. who are followed but who seldom follow researchers, and which might be considered noise in terms of engagement. This group of users will be what we could define as the interaction community of that given researcher. The number of followers, followees and final interaction community of each case study are shown in Table 2 . Based on this population of Twitter users, we create a matrix of relations (the data behind the network) between each member with the script friendsnet.R. We made the script publicly available at the Github repository (Robinson-Garcia 2017). friendsnet.R first searches for the interaction community of a given user and then develops a matrix (network) by querying the list of accounts followed by each user, and then looking for other members of the interaction community in such list. The node of the researcher investigated is removed from the network because she is by definition connected to all other followers/followees.
Finally, we characterise these networks by adding attributes to each node as a way to understand heterogeneity or homogeneity of these communities, and thus the embeddedness (and potential engagement) of the researchers among stakeholders. The specific relevant attributes will depend on the case study. In this paper, we examine two attributes, institutional affiliation and geographical distance, as a means to capture whether the researchers' bridge beyond academia and engage with local policy actors. For geographical location, we consider two categories: whether the follower/followee is local (same country as the researcher) or global (other countries).
For institutional affiliation, we classify followers/followee as: academic, private sector, public sector, politicians and NGOs. This information is collected manually based on the information reported in the description of each Twitter account. When this information was not reported, we looked at the user's website when provided. In the case of researcher 2, we were unable to identify the institutional affiliation of six accounts (out of 110). Figure 1 offers an example of the complete process. From identifying the interaction community (step 1) and developing the network (step 2) to characterising the network by adding attributes to each node based on geographical location (step 3) and institutional affiliation (step 4). Network visualisations are produced using the VOSViewer software developed by van Eck and Waltman (2010) (freely available at http://www.vosviewer.com/). Figure 4 displays the share of members of the interaction community by geographical or affiliation attributes.
Insights from researchers' networks
We observe very different profiles. Researcher 1 exhibits a cohesive interaction community which is mainly international and almost exclusively academic (96%, see Figure 4 ). Therefore, Twitter data suggests that researcher 1's focus lies in global academic research and that she may not be interested in societal engagement. This conclusion might be a false negativeresearcher 1 might be active in societal engagement, but not through Twitter. From the other data sources of the case study, we actually know that researcher 1 is sometimes involved in consultancies and that she is an active blogger. However, her main interests are indeed academic.
Researcher 2 shows an interaction network with two poles: the bottom pole is local community and contains stakeholders from different sectors (45% are non-academic as shown in Figure 4) , with presence of public and private sector (mainly consultants). The pole at the top of the figure is more academic. Researcher 2 is strongly embedded in the Dutch science policy community, including public institutions (such as KNAW) and private consultants. The reciprocal following with the policy actors shown by her Twitter interaction community suggests that she is actively engaged in knowledge exchange between academia and policy stakeholders. This information is confirmed from other data sources: Researcher 2 is actively involved in Dutch science policy.
These two cases illustrate that the characterisation of communities based on geographical location and institution affiliation provide a landscape where potential interest groups can be identified. It is thus a helpful starting point for further exploring interactions between academics and nonacademics in a case study. Since non-academics can be active players in the Twitter network, this approach does not conceive the relation between academia and stakeholders as unidirectional or hierarchical. It adopts an open approach which goes in line with the conceptual notion of open science and of academia as an institution which can be entangled (or disentangled, as in Researcher 1's case) with various or specific societal stakeholders --potentially responding or not to the societal demands of specific stakeholders' (Hess 2016) . This type of analyses, which consider researchers' context and their capacity to bridge between communities, can serve as a means to identify researchers with a policy or orientation to local stakeholders. While the aim in this example was to capture interactions between scholars and nonacademics, the method has the potential to be applied in other contexts. Generally, these descriptions can help characterise the nature and outreach of a researchers' activity through the analysis of the communities in which they are embedded. For example, they can also be useful for the exploration of informal communication in invisible colleges within purely academic networks (Crane, 1972) , or among scientific experts involved in international policy (Haas, 1992) .
This method is subject to important limitations. First, the attributes of the nodes of the network were manually collected and coded (what makes scaling up difficult). The identification of subjects is problematic as users may be institutions, anonymous or individuals. Even when they are individuals, it was not straightforward to identify their affiliation or profile, nor to characterise them. Recently, some technical advances have been reported in this respect (Alperín, 2015b). Second, since many researchers do not use Twitter, it is not a general tool that can be universally employed, as bibliometric indicators, what is more, when used it is also employed in many cases for personal matters. In some case studies, other social media rather than Twitter might be more relevant. In some other cases, social media will yield no signal and qualitative methods will be needed. Hence, the method is aimed to be used as an exploratory tool in case studies with some previous understanding of the contexts. Third, in social media there are no clear boundaries between an academics' professional and personal activities and interactions. Social media mix both aspects, which may be both a strength and a weakness of the approach, but makes ambiguous the meaning of the network links.
Conclusions
In this article, we have proposed a methodological framework to analyse altmetric data in order to inform assessment on the societal impact of research. In contrast to current altmetric analyses which are extrapolated from citation frameworks (Haustein et al. 2015) , this methodology is based on interaction approaches conceptually grounded in impact evaluation scholarship such as SIAMPI or ASIRPA (Spaapen & van Drooge, 2011; Joly et al., 2015) . The emphasis of the evaluation is on learning and improving societal impact. It focuses on understanding and mapping, through case studies, the contexts in which engagement among researchers and stakeholders might take placeassuming that engagement is likely to lead to impact. In doing so, it departs from universal or generalizable methods with a focus on accountability, for which altmetric data are not sufficiently robust and could be counterproductive.
An analysis of the policy context suggests that there is an important demand for altmetrics to develop universal and scalable methodologies for assessing societal impact of research. However, these methodologies must be grounded in an understanding of the processes leading to societal impact (Molas-Gallart & Davies 2006; Joly et al. 2015) . This involves developing theories on social media use of scholarly information (Haustein et al., 2015) , as well as theories on how societal impact occurs (Joly et al. 2015) and about the policy context of evaluation (Wouters, 2014) . Otherwise, these new techniques and approaches could inherit and suffer from the same (or possibly worse) limitations and biases of the traditional methodologies applied to identify scientific impact (Hicks et al. 2015) . We believe that this may be the case for many altmetric indicators, as they are currently conceived and used. Although their application may have seemed promising, they are based on the same theoretical premises than citation indicators, thus leading to a narrow understanding of the researchers' societal impact.
However, social media contain potentially rich information to capture evidence of 'broader impact'. Social media are powerful in that their heterogeneity greatly broadens the scope of science-society interactions mapped, in a way that no other source does nowadays. It is in these connectionsin the processes of communication and interaction--where their interest for societal impact assessment lies.
We have argued that, for altmetric data to be useful for societal impact assessment, a shift on evaluation goals and methodologies is also necessary (Spaapen 2015) . Methodologies that have so far been largely qualitative can provide a useful conceptual framework for using social media data as input to societal impact assessment. This family of approaches acknowledges that societal impact cannot be measured in a standardised and universally applicable way. Instead they suggest to carry out case studies focusing on a contextualised mapping of the interactions among researchers and stakeholders which may lead to societal impact (Joly et al., 2015) . Within these type of approaches, altmetric data could be used as suggestions or hints for further research on potential societal impact. It might also be useful as triangulation of evidence with other data sources or as an illustration of evidence obtained from more reliable methods (e.g. ethnographies).
One of the potential ways to use altmetric data is to map the networks of interaction among researchers and stakeholders. As an example, here we have used Twitter data, looking at reciprocal follower-followee interactions -which is a potential trace of two-way communication.
Using these links, we have built the Twitter interaction networks of two researchers. These networks serve as a first approximation towards understanding the contexts of researchers in social media. While the networks do not directly reflect societal engagement, they suggest areas of potential productive interactions. They can also be helpful to explore or illustrate the mechanisms and processes that enable societal impact. This network approach facilitates to shift from an assessment of attribution towards an assessment of contribution to impact, as proposed by Spaapen and van Drooge (2011) . The approach shown is still limited and could be further refined by incorporating other information such as the number of tweets researchers and their community exchange with each other, searching for similarity patterns on the type of information they share and analysing the tweet contents. The two examples illustrate the potential of the method to suggest the researchers' contributions in terms of the types of communities they engage withwhich are very likely to be related to their type of scientific and/or societal impact.
Further research is needed, given the very uneven participation and coverage of researchers in Twitter. Questions to address in the near future concern the use of these methods for supporting case studies within larger methodologies such as PIPA (Douthwaite et al., 2007) , and the perceptions of validity and usefulness by policy-makers pressured towards accountability approaches. Further technical questions for the characterisation of the altmetric networks involve the characterisation of Twitter accounts, currently based on manual coding; and whether a distinction between professional and personal communications would be feasible or desirable.
We believe that these mapping and contextual approaches to altmetrics can be particularly relevant for exploring the impacts (both academic and societal) of the social sciences and the humanities. These are scholarly areas which are very badly covered by scientific databases and societal impact indicators, because non-standard publications (Díaz-Faes et al. 2016 ) and informal interactions regarding socioeconomic and cultural issues are more common than in other fields (Olmos et al. 2013) . Another issue of special interest is the use of these approaches to explore the engagement of researchers with local or global peers or stakeholders, an issue that is hotly debated in countries in the 'scientific peripheries' with pressure to publish internationally (Piñeiro & Hicks 2015; Chavarro et al. 2017 ).
